Behavior of Waste Printed Circuit Board (WPCB) Materials in the Copper Matte Smelting Process
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Abstract: The amount of waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) in the world has grown rapidly during recent decades, and with the depletion of primary ores, there is urgent need for industries to study new sources for metals. Waste printed circuit boards (WPCB) are a part of WEEE, which have a higher concentration of copper and precious metals when compared to primary ore sources. PCB materials can be processed using pyrometallurgical routes, and some industrial processes, such as copper flash smelting, have utilized this type of waste in limited amounts for years. For the purpose of recycling these materials through melting processes, this work studied the behavior of WPCB scrap when dropped on top of molten slag. A series of experiments was carried out during this research at a temperature of 1350 °C, in an inert atmosphere with different melting times. The time required for complete melting of the PCB pieces was 2–5 min, after which molten alloy droplets containing Cu, Pb, Sn, Ni, Au, and Ag formed and started descending toward the bottom of the crucible. The ceramic fraction of the PCB material mixed with slag and the polymer fraction was pyrolyzed during the high-temperature experiments. The results give an understanding of PCB melting behavior and their use as a part of the smelting furnace feed mixture. However, more research is needed to fully understand how the different elements affect the process as the amount of PCB in the feed increases. The physical behavior and distribution of PCB materials in fayalite slag during the smelting process are outlined, and the results of this work form a basis for future studies about the chemical reaction behavior and kinetics when PCB materials are introduced into the copper smelting process.
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1. Introduction

Recent advancements in electronic and electrical technologies have caused rapid growth in the amount of waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) in the last two decades. This is largely credited to global trends in the number of users, technological advances, efficiency, as well as social and economic development. Additionally, the increase in average disposable income has reduced the cycle times of electronic equipment. Globally generated e-waste amounted to 44.7 million metric tons in 2016 [1]. The amount of collected e-waste is expected to surge rapidly, which would further increase the need for efficient recycling solutions. The plentiful amount of precious metals (PMs) in WEEE are especially becoming of greater importance and focus [2]. In today’s circular economy, an essential challenge is how to incorporate the rising amount of WEEE into existing industrial processes as a secondary feed material with additional value [3,4].
With the continuous growth of demand for metals, and parallel degradation and depletion of primary ores, there is an increasing need for secondary raw materials. Some studies have been conducted regarding the behavior and recovery possibilities of different metals in WPCBs with different kinds of metallurgical processes, such as leaching in different media [5,6]. During the last decade, the practice of using WPCB as a feed material in copper smelting has also become a focus of research and development. WPCBs’ high PM content has incensed commercial smelter operators toward developing existing processes for accepting WEEE and WPCB. Their use has already been implemented in several integrated processes around the world, such as the Umicore Hoboken plant in Belgium [7] or the Boliden plant in Sweden [8]. In Japan and Korea, the Mitsubishi smelting process has been developed for adapting WEEE as a secondary material source [9]. A few commercial smelting operations have moved towards charging WEEE into a copper flash-smelting furnace (FSF) as an added material; one example is the Horne smelter in Canada [10]. This process differs from direct reduction metal-slag systems, as the flash furnace maintains a matte–slag environment. It also has variances to other matte–slag systems, as WEEE material is charged together with the primary copper concentrate.

Experimental investigations on the thermodynamic properties and distributions of minor (WEEE) elements in different oxygen partial pressures have been carried out recently by several researchers, mostly for metal–slag systems [11–18] but also in matte–slag equilibria [19]. Some model predictions for PCB’s minor element distributions, including Pb, Sn, Ni and Zn, have also been proposed [20]. The decomposition and oxidation rates of concentrate material in the FSF reaction shaft have been extensively studied by several researchers [21–27], and some modeling works using fluid dynamic software were finished based on these results.

However, the distribution and kinetic behavior of WEEE/WPCB in the flash-smelting process still lack investigation. More research is needed to evaluate the compatibility of WPCB with traditional FS processes, regarding the capacity of simultaneous smelting of WPCB and copper concentrate.

This research work expands the work done previously [28], which studied the matte–slag reaction system. The aim of this research is to find out the behavior and distribution of WPCB scrap in the slag phase when injected on top of the slag from the roof of a settler where the flight time is short and atmosphere is no longer oxidizing.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The WPCB pieces (shown in Figure 1a) were cut from a disassembled mobile-phone motherboard. The size of the pieces was approximately 5 mm × 5 mm × 1 mm. The comparison samples, referred to as “synthetic PCB” (Figure 1b) were comprised of copper–nickel alloy (Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, Germany, 0.51 mm thick, 33% copper and 67% nickel) pieces wrapped in aluminum foil (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA, 24 µm thick). The size of these comparison pieces was 5 mm × 5 mm × 1 mm as well.

![Figure 1. Materials utilized in this study: (a) printed circuit-board (PCB) piece; (b) synthetic PCB pieces.](image)
The synthetic slag was a mixture of hematite (Alfa Aesar, Kandel, Germany, 99.998% purity), silica (Umicore, Balzers, Liechtenstein, 99.99% purity), and metallic iron (Alfa Aesar, Kandel, Germany, 99.5% purity), with mass ratios of 50% Fe$_2$O$_3$, 30% SiO$_2$, and 20% Fe. The amount of slag used for each experiment was 1.0 g. The slag–powder mixture was placed into a silica crucible and introduced into the furnace.

2.2. Apparatus

The experimental apparatus used in this research is shown in Figure 2. It is comprised of a vertical tube furnace (Lenton LTF 16/-/450, Lenton, Nottingham, UK) which is equipped with 4 silicon carbide (SiC) heating elements and a Eurotherm PID temperature controller (Eurotherm, Ashburn, VA, USA). The furnace working tube is made of impervious pure alumina (Frialit AL 23; Friatec AG, Germany) with 45/38 mm OD/ID. On top of the working tube, a lid equipped with the water-cooling system has three small holes. From the first hole, an S-type Pt/Pt-10Rh thermocouple (Johnson–Matthey Noble Metals, London, UK) inside a protective alumina tube was inserted into the furnace. The output voltage of the thermocouple was measured with a Keithley 2000DMM multimeter (Keithley, Solon, OH, USA). A Pt100 resistant thermometer (SKS-Group, Vantaa, Finland) was connected to a Keithley 2010DMM multimeter for performing cold-junction compensation. Temperature data were logged with LabVIEW software (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). From the second hole, a platinum wire (inside a 22 mm alumina guiding tube, see Figure 2) was inserted for raising the sample to the reaction zone of the furnace. The third hole was equipped with a re-sealable rubber cork for dropping the PCB pieces into the alumina guiding tube and eventually into the silica crucible containing the molten slag.

Figure 2. A schematic of the experimental furnace and details of the hot zone. During quenching of the sample, the quenching vessel was lifted to cover the bottom end of the furnace work tube for preserving the inert-gas atmosphere.

2.3. Procedure

Before the experiments, the temperature inside the working tube of the furnace was measured, the area with the highest temperature was defined as the hot zone, and its temperature was set to 1350 °C. The temperature was kept constant throughout the experiments. After introducing the crucible–sample–platinum basket assembly into the cold zone of the furnace and sealing the lower end
of the furnace work tube, an argon (Aga Linde, Espoo, Finland, 99.999% purity) gas flow was turned on and given 10 min to fill the tube to exclude oxygen. Then, the crucible with the slag was lifted up to the hot zone with the Pt suspension wire, where it was kept for 5 min for the slag to melt. After this, a piece of WPCB was dropped into the crucible from the top of the furnace through a small resealable hole. The melting time was measured from the moment the piece was dropped through the hole to the moment the sample was quenched in 0 °C ice water in the quenching vessel.

Two different experimental series were conducted. In the first series, actual PCB pieces were used, and the melting times were 25, 60, 120, and 300 s. Each time interval experiment was repeated at least twice to ensure reliable results. In the second series, the behavior of synthetic PCB (copper–nickel alloy wrapped in aluminum foil) pieces was studied with the same procedure.

The quenched samples in their cone-shaped crucibles were mounted in epoxy resin and then cut in half from a location that seemed to contain PCB material in visual inspection. The obtained semicircle-shaped pieces were ground and polished using traditional dry metallographic techniques. Sufficient conductivity on the surface was ensured with a carbon coating (Leica EM SCD050, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The samples were analyzed with a Tescan MIRA 3 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic) equipped with an UltraDry Silicon Drift Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrometer and NSS Microanalysis Software (EDS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The acceleration voltage and beam current of the SEM were 15 kV and 10 nA, respectively. The external standard materials used for elemental analysis were olivine (O), hematite (Fe), quartz (Si), and pure metals for Cu, Pb, Sn, Ni, Au, Ag, and PGMs.

3. Results and Discussion

The experiments were conducted in an inert argon atmosphere for verifying the behavior of the unreacted WPCB material in the settler area without free oxygen. During the introduction of the PCB sample pieces into the furnace, tiny amounts of oxygen may have entered the furnace, but the effect of this was considered negligible. The synthetic PCB material was selected for investigating the melting and settling behavior of only the metallic PCB fraction.

3.1. Basic Matte–Slag Reaction during the Flash-Smelting Process

During the flash-smelting process, most of the concentrate particles react with oxygen and become molten due to exothermic reactions. The slag phase forms and separates from the matte phase in the settler area through the following reactions, and, during the processes described in Equations (1)–(4), iron sulfide is continuously removed from the matte phase, the copper content in the matte phase increases, and more slag appears.

\[
3 \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 (s) + \text{FeS}_{\text{matte}} = 10 \text{FeO}_{\text{slag}} + \text{SO}_2 (g) \quad (1)
\]
\[
\text{Cu}_2\text{S} (l) + \text{O}_2 (g) = 2 \text{Cu}_{\text{metal}} + \text{SO}_2 (g) \quad (2)
\]
\[
2 \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 + \text{S}_{\text{matte}} = 4 \text{FeO}_{\text{slag}} + \text{SO}_2 (g) \quad (3)
\]
\[
3 \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 (s) + \text{FeS}_{\text{matte}} + 5 \text{SiO}_2 = 5 \text{Fe}_2\text{SiO}_4_{\text{slag}} + \text{SO}_2 (g) \quad (4)
\]

However, during the industrial process, some particles do not react completely and fall to the settler area as partly or fully unreacted. Kim and Themelis [29], Jokilaakso et al. and Ahokainen and Jokilaakso [23,30] found out how larger particles fragment into small ones in the reaction shaft, and the result showed that unreacted particles cannot be ignored. In that case, the decomposition of these particles may start in the settler, where oxygen pressure is low.

The same phenomenon may happen when adding WPCB material into the concentrate during the flash-smelting process, and pieces of WPCB can directly drop into the settler and melt only in the slag phase. In addition, WPCB scrap can be directly added into the settler from the roof of the settler area.
In order to investigate the melting behavior of the WPCB in the slag phase, two series of experiments were done in this study to investigate the physical behavior of the WPCB in the fayalite slag.

3.2. Behavior of WPCB Samples in the Slag Phase

Figure 3a–d shows SEM micrographs of the samples and the structure change of the WPCB pieces as a function of time in argon atmosphere. From the overview of the 25 s WPCB sample, a visible WPCB structure on the top of molten slag can be clearly observed, so it can be concluded that 25 s of contacting time is far too short to melt the whole WPCB sample. With the contacting time of 60 s, the WPCB piece has disintegrated to some extent, and the droplets found in this sample are primarily copper mixed with minor trace metals such as nickel, lead and tin. However, 60 s is not enough to allow the copper alloy droplets to settle through the slag layer towards the bottom.

After 120 s of melting, shown in Figure 3c, a remainder of the WPCB structure with copper droplets could be found above the slag, and there were also multiple metal droplets inside the slag, which meant the melting and settling process was not finished. Since the plastic and ceramic structure of the WPCB was still visible after 120 s, it was most probably present in the 60 s sample as well; however, this cross-section in Figure 3b does not show it. Figure 3d shows an overview of the 300 s sample, where the WPCB structure has already melted entirely, and the small metal droplets coalesced into bigger-size droplets. At that time, the melting process of the PCB was finished, but the settling process of the metal droplets toward the bottom of the silica crucible was still ongoing.

Due to the short time allowed for the slag mixture to melt before introducing the WPCB samples, some metallic iron is found from the slag (indicated with B in Figures 3a–d and 5a–d). This indicates that the slag was still far from equilibrium. The aim of this study was to investigate the behavior...
of the WPCB pieces in a molten-slag bath, and therefore the state of the slag was not of great importance, as long as it was molten. When the melting time of the slag–powder mixture was prolonged, a considerable amount of slag dripped through the crucible (visible in Figure 3a), reducing the volume of the slag inside the crucible. If the slag volume were too low, i.e., only a slag “film” remained on the surface of the crucible, observations about the settling behavior of the metal droplets originating from the PCB pieces could not be made.

For some of the metal droplets, SEM-EDS analysis areas are shown in Figure 4a–d. The compositions (in wt%) of analysis areas 1–8 in Figure 4a–d are listed in Table 1.

![Figure 4](image-url) SEM-EDS analysis areas of metal droplets originating from PCB pieces. 1: Cu, 2: Cu–Ni alloy, 3: Fe, 4: Cu–Pb–Sn alloy, 5: Cu–Sn alloy, 6: Cu–Fe–Pb alloy, 7: Pb, 8: Cu–Fe alloy.

The metal-alloy droplets, originating from the WPCB pieces, had different compositions and could be roughly divided into Cu-rich and Fe-rich alloys. According to the SEM-EDS results, these droplets contained copper, nickel, lead, tin, and minor traces of gold, silver, and platinum group metals. Different alloy compositions are commonly found from the same large droplets, as shown in Figure 4b–d. It was observed that Cu-rich areas were more likely to contain valuable and precious metals than Fe-rich areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Pb</th>
<th>Sn</th>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>Au</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. EDS analysis results (in wt%) of the metal droplets shown in Figure 4a–d.
When observing the WPCB sample results, the melting of the WPCB structure started at the outer copper layers and moved toward the center of the sample. The WPCB pieces were found to gradually melt in 2–5 min. After 5 min, WPCB structure seemed to be completely molten and broken down. When comparing this time to the theoretical results using a lumped capacitance method [31] for calculating melting time, the experimentally observed melting time of around 5 min seemed appropriate.

3.3. Behavior of Synthetic PCB Samples in the Slag Phase

Figure 5a–d shows micrographs of the synthetic PCB samples. After 25 s, the synthetic sample remained on top of the molten slag and melted more thoroughly than the WPCB sample at the same time. The large metal-alloy droplet already started to mix into the slag phase. After longer contacting times, from 60 to 300 s, basically no further changes took place, but the molten and almost undivided metal droplets settled through the slag without considerable mixing into the slag or disintegration. Without the ceramic and plastic fraction of the WPCB samples, the synthetic PCB melted much faster, and remained as one metal lump settling through the slag. In the WPCB samples, the metallic fractions were scattered throughout the plastic–ceramic support structure of the circuit board, and therefore a larger metal droplet most likely formed only when all the individual droplets settled through the slag layer to the bottom of the crucible.

During the WPCB melting, the complex material layers and their different properties made the melting process very non-uniform. Copper layers and lead–tin solders melt almost instantaneously, while ceramic structures and plastic parts take more time to melt, which increases the total melting time.

![Figure 5. SEM-BSE micrographs of the synthetic PCB specimens after different melting times. The letters indicate (a) alloy droplets from PCB, (b) unreacted iron from the slag mixture, (c) liquid slag, and (d) silica crucible.](image-url)
Furthermore, pyrolysis of plastics is also a factor in melting behavior. The ceramic fraction dissolved into the slag phase, while the plastic fraction was not found in the EDS analyses. Some black, charred residue was observed in the quenching vessel when opening the gas seal for quenching, which suggests that the plastic fraction was pyrolyzed and exited into the gas phase during the process.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the behavior of WPCB and synthetic PCB pieces were examined using silica crucibles that were suspended in a vertical tube furnace. The PCB pieces were dropped on top of a molten slag bath and given time to melt or react for 25, 60, 120, and 300 s. After each time interval, the sample–crucible assembly was quenched in ice water, followed by analysis using SEM and EDS.

The most abundant metal in the WPCB scrap was copper, followed by the base metals of lead, tin, and nickel, plus gold and silver as precious metals; all these metals were found in the metal droplets. The metallic fraction of the WPCB formed droplets that tended to settle toward the bottom of the silica crucible due to the density difference between the metals and slag.

The melting time between the WPCB and synthetic PCB were found to be different, mainly due to the ceramic and plastic parts in the WPCB. The ceramic fraction dissolved into the slag phase, and the plastic fraction experienced pyrolysis and formed gases, solid carbon-based compounds, or liquid oils. The additives in the plastic fraction, mainly halogenic fire retardants and possible carcinogenic compounds, may cause both production and safety problems on an industrial scale and, consequently, have to be treated properly.

Based on the observations from the micrographs and EDS analyses, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. In this research, 5 min was enough for the samples to completely melt, but the settling process needs more time. In industrial flash-smelting operations, the amount of WPCB scrap feed is much higher and the required melting time needs further investigation and simulation.
2. WPCB materials can be added into the FS process, and the metal fraction melts readily and forms droplets that settle through the slag layer and mix into the matte phase. However, the ceramic and plastic fractions of WPCB should be removed before; especially the plastic fraction that may cause both production and safety problems. The possible pyrolysis or combustion behavior in the concentrate suspension and slag reduction in the settler also require thorough investigation before larger quantities of WPCB can be safely used as raw material in an industrial-scale process. If not removed in a pretreatment process, the pyrolysis products of the plastic fraction would change the composition of the flue gas, and the recovery and use of flue gas for sulfuric acid production would be influenced by these organic impurities.
3. The ceramic fraction of the WPCB dissolves into the slag phase after melting, so the slag volume increases if WPCB materials are added in larger amounts.
4. The precious metals (for example Au, Ag, and Pt) in the WPCB enter the matte phase in the industrial FS process after settling, and they are finally recovered from the anode slime.
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